Interaction of a multi-picosecond (ps), kilo-Joule laser pulse with a surface of a solid target has been shown to produce electrons with energies far beyond the free-electron ponderomotive limit, m e c 2 a 0 2 /2.
Particle-in-cell simulations indicate that increase in the pulse duration from 1 to 10 ps leads to formation of a low-density shelf (about 10% of the critical density). The shelf extends over 100 μm toward the vacuum side, with a non-stationary potential barrier forming in that area. Electrons reflected from the barrier gain superponderomotive energy from the potential. Some electrons experience even greater energy gain due to ponderomotive acceleration when their "dephasing rate", R = γ -p x /m e c, drops well below unity, thus increasing acceleration by a factor 1/R. Both 1D and 2D simulations indicate that these mechanisms are responsible for generation of extensive thermal distributions with T e > 10 MeV and a high-energy cutoff of hundreds of MeVs.
Laser-plasma interaction (LPI) at relativistic intensities (> 10 18 W/cm 2 ) offers an efficient source of fast electrons with energy above 10's of MeV, which is of fundamental interest for a range of applications including accelerator science [1] , laboratory astrophysics, and inertial fusion energy [2] . Relativistic LPIs in low-density plasmas have a notable ability to produce high-energy electrons through several known mechanisms such as wake-field [3] [4] [5] and direct laser accelerations [6] .
However, solid target interaction with such a laser is complex, spanning several orders of magnitude difference in the characteristic temporal and spatial scales between solids and low-density preplasma [7] [8] [9] . On sub-picosecond timescales, if the preplasma scale length is steep (or zero), fast electrons are produced predominantly by relativistic j × B heating [10] , resulting in a Boltzmann-like energy distribution [11] [12] [13] with a slope temperature close to the ponderomotive scaling [14] and maximum energy near the free electron ponderomotive limit E p = m e c 2 a 0 2 /2 (a 0 = eE 0 /m e cω is the laser field amplitude). When a large-scale preplasma [15] [16] [17] is created by intrinsic laser prepulses, electrons of energy > E p can be produced due to stochastic acceleration [18, 19] . However, so far, most studies have focused only on subpicosecond laser cases.
High-intensity petawatt laser facilities that deliver multipicosecond (ps) kilojoule (kJ) laser pulses have become available, such as OMEGA-EP [20] , LFEX [21] , PHELIX [22] , PETAL [23] , and NIF-ARC will become available soon [24] . In this new multi-ps kJ regime, the nature of preplasma heavily evolves with time, instabilities and self-generated electromagnetic fields grow significantly, thus the dynamics of LPI and the characteristics of fast electron generation are inherently different from those in the sub-ps regime. Considerable preplasma is expected to build up even for a high contrast laser due to the thermal expansion of electrons, and on multi-ps timescales the ions also move collectively. Recent particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [25] demonstrated ~ 5ps evolution of solid target interaction with lasers, but their scope is limited to a steep preplasma density gradient and a low-Z deuterium plasma. The underlying physics of multi-ps, kJ LPI are unexplored.
In this Letter, we report theoretical and numerical studies on plasma dynamics and fast electron generation inherent to multi-ps LPIs, yet previously unexplored. Our one-and twodimensional (1D, 2D) PIC simulations reveal that electrons with energy far exceeding the free electron ponderomotive limit are produced, and temperature and maximum energy of these superhigh energy electrons significantly increase as laser pulse duration increases from 1 to 10ps. We find that on multi-ps timescales the electron density distribution selfevolves into a step-like profile jumping from critical density n c to γ 0 n c [n c = ω 2 m e /4πe 2 and γ 0 = (1+ a 0 2 ) 1/2 ] followed with a long, flat shelf extending to the subcritical region. A deep, broad electrostatic potential profile is induced in the shelf. We prove that the presence of this shelf and the co-located potential are responsible for the energetic electrons. Particle tracing in the simulation and an analytical model have explained that the evolving potential itself imparts significant energy to some electrons and that further acceleration results from the potential's reduction of electrons' dephasing rate R = γ -p x /m e c < 1 [26, 27] . Since the duration and volume in which the antidephasing occurs increase with pulse duration, the number and energy of super-ponderomotive electrons increase. We show that the antidephasing acceleration occurs even when multi-dimensional effects are included.
1D simulations have been carried out using the PIC code, EPOCH [28] . We choose a simulation domain spanning [-600, 200 ] μm in x with 64000 cells. The corresponding time-step allows us to correctly resolve the dynamics of the accelerated electrons [29] . All four sides of the domain have an open boundary condition which allow particles and fields to leave the domain freely. 1000 electrons and 100 Al 13+ ions per cell are loaded for a solid (2.7g/cm 3 ) aluminum target, which represent different numbers of real particles. The initial electron density is n e (x) = Zn solid /{1 + exp[-(xx 0 )/L]}, shown in Fig. 1(a) , where L = 10μm, Z = 13 and x 0 = 150μm. The preplasma extends to x = 0, reaching 2.4 x 10 17 cm -3 . The space x < 0 is vacuum, allowing room for thermal expansion of plasma electrons throughout multi-ps. Initial electron and ion temperatures are both chosen to be 100eV. A 1μm wavelength laser with peak intensity 10 20 W/cm 2 (a 0 = 8.54) is injected at x = -600μm, and reaches the plasma at x = 0 at t ≡ t 0 which is 2.0ps for all 1D simulations here. The laser field E z has temporal profile sin 2 (πt/τ), where τ is the laser pulse duration.
FIG. 1. (color online) 1D PIC simulation of a 1ps laser interaction with a solid Al target:(a) initial electron density profile; (b) energy spectrum collected at the extraction plane; (c) the electrostatic potentials at various times t-t 0 = 0.6, 0.8, 1.1, and 1.5 ps.; (d) and (e) the corresponding electron and ion density profiles at times as indicated.
The extraction plane diagnostic, which collects the information of passing particles, is located at x=130μm.
The spectrum ( Fig. 1(b) ) clearly indicates two slope temperature components: the ponderomotive one with 2.4MeV and the superhigh energy one with 11.7MeV, with maximum energy 90MeV, far exceeding the free electron ponderomotive limit ~ 25MeV.
Figures 1(c)-1(e) plot, respectively, the self-generated electrostatic potentials, electron and ion densities at times t-t 0 = 0.6, 0.8, 1.1, and 1.5ps (laser pulse duration is τ = 1ps). The potential is calculated from zero at the left boundary and integrating over the electric field. For this pulse duration, new behaviors characteristic to multi-ps kJ LPIs are onset. First, the strong laser ponderomotive pressure (30GBar at 10 20 W/cm 2 ) keeps compressing preplasma electrons at the critical density n c , which eventually forms a steep critical surface jumping from n c to γ 0 n c . The laser front is depleted here within a skin depth, passing energy to electrons through j × B heating, where the final energy spectrum of these electrons obeys the ponderomotive scaling [14] . Secondly, a flat shelf electron density profile is self-formed within the near-critical region (0.1n c < n e < n c ) [see 1(d) ]. Note that the ions also move in the 1ps timescale [see Fig. 1(e) ]. Thirdly, corresponding to this step-function-like density profile, a deep, broad electrostatic potential profile [1(c)] is induced, which evolves with time, and electrons in the near-critical region oscillate inside the potential.
To analyze the mechanism of the above superhigh energy electron production, we consider a 1D model for single electron motion in the presence of laser fields E and B and an electrostatic potential φ as dp/dt = -е(Е+v×В/c)+е ф and dγ/dt = -v·E+v· φ, where p = γm e v and γ = (1 + p 2 /m e 2 c 2 )
1/2 are electron momentum and relativistic factor respectively. We assume the laser is a planar wave with the vector potential Ae z = a 0 cos(ωt -k x x)e z . After differentiating, we can obtain an electron's motion in the transverse and longitudinal directions respectively as dp z /dτ However, during a multi-ps LPI, a deep, broad electrostatic potential profile is induced [ Fig. 1(c) ], which leads to R ≠ 1. Therefore, we can write an electron's equation of longitudinal motion as
Eqs.
(1) and (2) together describe the dynamics of super-high energy electron production in the near-critical shelf region during multi-ps LPI, where a deep electrostatic potential profile develops. The effect of the induced electrostatic potential barrier is not only directly awarding additional energy е(δф) to electrons, but also linked with the laser ponderomotive acceleration through the dephasing rate R. When electrons oscillate inside the potential profile, they experience antidephasing (дф/дх>0, R<1) in its left half and dephasing (дф/дх<0, R>1) in its right half. That respectively results in acceleration or deceleration under the laser ponderomotive force by a factor of 1/R.
As seen in Fig. 1(c) , because the plasma expansion dominates on the vacuum side, the left half of the potential barrier is much wider and deeper than the right. So electrons always experience longer and larger antidephasing than dephasing. From the viewpoint of a non-stationary Hamiltonian theory [31] [32] [33] [34] , antidephasing (resulting in a high-energy electron acceleration) may be interpreted as a reduction of the "moving-frame" Hamiltonian, , , where γ e = (1 + p 2 /m e 2 c 2 + a 0 2 /2) 1/2 .
Note that the profile of the potential evolves during the multi-ps LPI. A broader, deeper left wall and a sharper right wall potential should produce more superhigh energy electrons, because it creates a large volume for antidephasing. Note that the left-most side of the potential barrier in Fig. 1 can directly accelerate electrons. Fig. 1(c)] . However, particle H first moved toward the vacuum side then experienced rapid acceleration and antidephasing throughout its transit from x=10μm until it reached maximum energy at x=70μm. As a result, it achieved final p x /m e c of 180, 4.5 times greater than particle L and 3.5 times the free-electron ponderomotive limit. Particle L was accelerated with minimal work done by the electrostatic potential, and antidephasing coincided with acceleration only briefly between x=35-55μm, resulting in much lower final p x /m e c of 40. Fig. 2(d) displays the work done by the different field components averaged over all test particles binned by their final energy. The lowest energy particles gain energy predominantly by the perpendicular (laser) field, and intermediate energies (10<E<80 MeV) gain nearly the same quantity (10-20 MeV) from the laser field. The highest energy electrons (>80 MeV) gain significant energy from the longitudinal field (electrostatic potential) and notably experience work greatly exceeding the free-electron ponderomotive limit by the laser field. Fig. 2(e) plots the average original positions and left-most extents of eventual fast electrons. The electrons reaching low and modest energies originate from the steep critical surface, and energy correlates with long travel into the shelf region. The superhighenergy ones (E>80MeV) come from shelf region far from the critical surface. From Fig. 2(f) -the final dephasing rate R of fast electrons versus their energy-we can also see that superhigh energy electrons do come from the antidephasing mechanism with final R ≪ 1.
FIG. 2. (color online) (a) The work done on two characteristic test particles by longitudinal electric fields such as the electrostatic potential (blue), by transverse fields (brown) and total (green); (b)-(c) The momentum p x (t) and dephasing rate R(t) and for the same electrons; (d)The average work done by each field component on tracked electrons binned by their final energy; (e) energy bins of tracked electrons versus their average original positions (red) and farthest extent to the left (blue); (f) the average final dephasing rate R of fast electrons binned by their final energies.
The evolution of the electrostatic potential profile plays a key role in the antidephasing mechanism. Therefore, electron acceleration in multi-ps LPIs heavily depends on the laser pulse durations τ. Figures 3(a)-3(d) plot electron density profiles late in the interactions for τ = 1, 3, 5 and 10ps respectively. The longer pulse durations significantly enhance both the density steepening and the extension of the long shelf profile. Correspondingly, a much wider and deeper potential barrier is self-formed for longer τ [ Fig. 3(f) ], leading to longer and greater antidephasing electron acceleration. The temperature and maximum energy of electrons are increased by extension of the laser pulse, see Fig. 3(e) . On the other hand, the low-energy spectrum shapes are similar, due to the fixed intensity. There are other enhanced acceleration mechanisms [35] that might also be at work in multi-dimensional cases. In principle, there are three factors leading to antidephasing: (a) the electrostatic potential barrier discussed here, (b) the electrostatic field in the plasma channel [26, 27] , and (c) the reflected electromagnetic wave.
FIG. 3. (color online) (a)-(d) electron density profiles at t-t
In summary, we have studied intense LPI and fast electron generation in the multi-ps kJ scale regime. It is found that a substantial number of superponderomotive electrons are produced and their temperature and maximum energy significantly increase with the laser pulse duration (1-10ps) . The electrostatic potential barrier, which builds up on the subcritical side throughout the multi-ps interaction, increases electron energy through electrostatic acceleration and enhances the ponderomotive acceleration via the anti-dephasing mechanism. Both effects contribute to generation of numerous superponderomotive electrons with temperature >10 MeV, and energy cutoff of hundreds of MeVs.
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